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SUMMARY

The system described here is an attempt to create a seductive and extendable language with sophisticated list-processing and self-referencing facilities. It has facilities for manipulating numbers, names, strings, arrays, lists, expressions, and procedures in a high-level Algol-like language. It can be used either in batch mode or conversational mode with on-line editing facilities. All data objects have a convenient printed form, so input/output is very simple. Provision is made for adding new prefix or infix operators, together with macros for specifying their translation into the intermediate language.

It is implemented in a mixture of Fortran and MLisp (a machine-independent macro-language which is very similar to Lisp, translated by a standard macro-assembler), together with a few critical machine-coded routines. Users can add their own routines in Fortran or MLisp, though if they choose Fortran, a certain amount of implementation knowledge is necessary.
1. OVERVIEW OF BALM FEATURES

A BALM PROGRAM CONSISTS OF A SEQUENCE OF COMMANDS SEPARATED BY SEMI-COLONS. EACH COMMAND WILL BE EXECUTED BEFORE THE NEXT ONE IS READ. THE USER CAN SUBMIT HIS PROGRAM EITHER AS A DECK OF CARDS, OR TYPE IT IN DIRECTLY FROM A TELETYPewriter. WHEN SUBMITTED AS A CARD DECK, ANY DATA REQUIRED BY THE COMMAND SHOULD FOLLOW THE COMMAND IMMEDIATELY, AND ON THE OUTPUT A LISTING OF THE CARDS WILL APPEAR, INTERSPERSED WITH ANY PRINTED OUTPUT RESULTING FROM A COMMAND. WHEN A TELETYPewriter IS USED, JUST THE OUTPUT REQUESTED WILL APPEAR.

VARIABLES IN BALM DO NOT HAVE A TYPE ASSOCIATED WITH THEM, SO EACH VARIABLE CAN BE ASSIGNED ANY VALUE. THE COMMAND:

\[ A = 1.2; \]

WOULD ASSIGN THE VALUE 1.2 TO A, WHILE:

\[ PRINT(A); \]

WOULD PRINT OUT THE FOLLOWING:

\[ 1.2 \]

ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS ARE EXPRESSED IN THE USUAL WAY:

\[ X = 2*A+3; PRINT(X); \]

WOULD PRINT:

\[ 5.4 \]

AUTOMATIC TYPE CONVERSION IS DONE WHERE NECESSARY.

A  SYMBOL IS USED TO ALLOW THE INPUT OF LISTS:

\[ A = (A (B C) D); \]

PRINT(HD TL A);  

WOULD PRINT:

\[ (B C) \]

THE PROCEDURES HD AND TL ARE SYNONYMOUS WITH CAR AND CDR IN LISP, GIVING RESPECTIVELY THE FIRST ELEMENT OF A LIST AND THE LIST WITHOUT ITS FIRST ELEMENT. THE LISP CONS OPERATOR IS AVAILABLE EITHER AS A PROCEDURE, OR AS AN INFIX COLON ASSOCIATING TO THE RIGHT. Thus:

\[ A = A (B C) : D: NIL; \]

WOULD ALSO ASSIGN THE LIST (A (B C) D) TO A. NOTE THAT THE EMPTY LIST IS WRITTEN AS NIL.

VECTORS CAN BE INPUT IN A NOTATION SIMILAR TO THAT FOR LISTS, BUT USING SQUARE BRACKETS INSTEAD OF PARENTHESES. ELEMENTS OF VECTORS ARE ACCESSED BY INDEXING:

\[ V = [A [B C] D]; PRINT(V[2]); \]

WOULD PRINT:

\[ (B C) \]

LISTS CAN BE MEMBERS OF VECTORS, AND VICE VERSA:

\[ PRINT(TL(A (B C) D)); \]

WOULD PRINT:

\[ ((B C) D) \]

WHILE:

\[ PRINT([A (B C) D][2]); \]

WOULD PRINT:

\[ (B C) \]

ARRAYS CAN BE INPUT AS VECTORS OF VECTORS, SO A NON-RECTANGULAR MATRIX CAN BE ASSIGNED BY:
w = 2[1][2, 3][4, 5, 6];
AND ELEMENTS CAN BE EXTRACTED BY INDEXING:
PRINT(w[2]);
GIVING:
[2 3]
WHICH MAY BE DONE REPEATEDLY:
PRINT(w[2][1]);
GIVING:
2
ASSIGNMENTS TO VECTOR ELEMENTS ARE STRAIGHTFORWARD:
w[2][1] = 2[A B];

A WHOLE VECTOR OR LIST CAN BE ASSIGNED FROM ONE VARIABLE TO ANOTHER
VARIABLE IN A SINGLE STATEMENT, OF COURSE, BUT THEN ANY OPERATION WHICH
CHANGES A COMPONENT OF ONE WILL CHANGE A COMPONENT OF THE OTHER. IF
THIS IS NOT DESIRED, THE VECTOR OR LIST SHOULD BE COPIED BEFORE THE
ASSIGNMENT:
z = COPY(w);
SUBSEQUENT CHANGES TO z WILL THEN NOT AFFECT w.

AN ARBITRARY STRUCTURE CAN BE BROKEN UP INTO ITS CONSTITUENT PARTS
BY THE PROCEDURE BREAKUP. THIS TAKES TWO ARGUMENTS, A STRUCTURE
WHOSE ELEMENTS ARE CONSTANTS OR VARIABLES, AND A STRUCTURE TO BE BROKEN
UP. PARTS OF THE SECOND STRUCTURE CORRESPONDING TO VARIABLES ARE
ASSIGNED AS THE VALUES OF THOSE VARIABLES, WHILE CONSTANTS MUST MATCH.
IF THE STRUCTURES CANNOT BE MATCHED, THE BREAKUP PROCEDURE IS
TERMINATED AND GIVES THE VALUE NIL. OTHERWISE IT HAS THE VALUE TRUE.
FOR EXAMPLE:
BREAKUP(2, A, 2, B, 2, C, 2, D, 2, D));
WILL GIVE THE VALUE TRUE AND WILL ASSIGN 2[C C] TO A AND 2[D D] TO B.
EITHER STRUCTURE CAN INVOLVE VECTORS, AND CONSTANTS IN THE FIRST
STRUCTURE ARE SPECIFIED BY PRECEDING THEM WITH THE QUOTE MARK 2. THUS:
BREAKUP(2, A, 2, B, 2, C, 2, D, 2, D));
WILL HAVE THE VALUE TRUE AND WILL ASSIGN 2[X X] TO A AND 2[Y Y] TO B.
THE CONVERSE OF BREAKUP IS CONSTRUCT, WHICH IS GIVEN A SINGLE STRUCTURE
WHOSE ELEMENTS ARE VARIABLES, AND WHICH WILL CONSTRUCT THE SAME
STRUCTURE BUT WITH VARIABLES REPLACED BY THEIR VALUES. THUS:
x = 2[A B]; y = 2[C D]; PRINT(CONSTRUCT(2[X Y]));
WILL PRINT ((A B) [C D]). THESE TWO PROCEDURES ALLOW CONVENIENT
FORMS SUCH AS
IF BREAKUP(2, A, 2, B, 2, X) THEN RETURN(CONSTRUCT(2, A, B, PLUS));
BREAKUP AND CONSTRUCT ARE QUITE EFFICIENT, AND SHOULD BE USED IN
PREFERENCE TO THE MORE PRIMITIVE OPERATIONS WHENEVER POSSIBLE.

CHARACTER STRINGS OF ARBITRARY LENGTH CAN BE SPECIFIED:
C = <EXAMPLE OF A STRING>;
+a + a + b +
E = SUBSTR(D, 9, 4); PRINT(E);
WOULD PRINT:
<OF A>

THE BALM SYSTEM ALLOWS THE USER TO ASSIGN PROPERTIES TO VARIABLES
(NAMES). A PROPERTY CONSISTS OF A NAME AND A VALUE, FOR EXAMPLE:
2VAR PROP 2ABCD = <STR>;
ASSIGNS THE PROPERTY CALLED ABCD WITH AN ASSOCIATED VALUE OF <STR>
TO THE VARIABLE VAR.
X=VAR_PROP >ABCD;

WILL SET THE VALUE OF X TO THE VALUE OF THE PROPERTY ABCD OF VARIABLE
VAR. A VARIABLE CAN HAVE ANY NUMERO OF PROPERTIES AND ANY NUMBER OF
VARIABLES CAN HAVE THE SAME PROPERTY.

THERE IS COMPLETE GARBAGE COLLECTION OF ALL INACCESSIBLE OBJECTS IN
THE SYSTEM, SO THE USER DOES NOT NEED TO KEEP TRACK OF PARTICULAR LISTS
OR VECTORS. PROCEDURES ARE AVAILABLE FOR CREATING LISTS OR VECTORS
WITH VALUES OF EXPRESSIONS AS THEIR ELEMENTS, WITH STORAGE BEING
ALLOCATED DYNAMICALLY:

\[ LL = \text{LIST}(Z+Q, \text{ABC, S} \Rightarrow \langle XY\rangle); \]
\[ VV = \text{VECTOR}(X+W, \text{ABC, S} \Rightarrow \langle XY\rangle); \]

A PROCEDURE IN BALM IS SIMPLY ANOTHER KIND OF DATA-OBJECT WHICH CAN
BE ASSIGNED AS THE VALUE OF A VARIABLE, THE VARIABLE CAN THEN BE USED
TO INVOKE THE PROCEDURE IN THE USUAL WAY. THE STATEMENT:

\[ \text{SUMSQ} = \text{PROC}(X,Y), X+2+Y*2 \text{ END}; \]

ASSIGNS A PROCEDURE WHICH RETURNS AS ITS VALUE THE SUM OF THE SQUARES
OF ITS TWO ARGUMENTS. THE TRANSLATOR TRANSLATES THE \text{PROC..END} PART
INTO THE APPROPRIATE INTERNAL FORM, WHICH IS ASSIGNED TO \text{SUMSQ}. IN
FACT THIS IS SIMPLY A LIST, WHICH COULD EQUALLY WELL HAVE BEEN
CALCULATED AS THE VALUE OF AN EXPRESSION. THE PROCEDURE CAN
SUBSEQUENTLY BE APPLIED:

\[ \text{PRINT}(5 + \text{SUMSQ}(2,3) + 0.5); \]

WOULD PRINT:

18.5

INSTEAD OF ASSIGNING A PROCEDURE AS THE VALUE OF A VARIABLE, WE CAN
SIMPLY APPLY IT, SO THAT:

\[ Y = 5 + \text{PROC}(X,Y), X+2+Y*2 \text{ END}(2,3) + 0.5; \]

WOULD ASSIGN \( 5 + 13 + 0.5 = 18.5 \) AS THE VALUE OF \( X \). NOTE THAT A
PROCEDURE CAN ACCEPT ANY DATA-OBJECT AS AN ARGUMENT, AND CAN PRODUCE
ANY DATA-OBJECT AS ITS RESULT, INCLUDING VECTORS, LISTS, STRINGS AND
PROCEDURES. THUS IT IS POSSIBLE TO WRITE:

\[ M = \text{MSUM}(M_1, \text{MPROD}(M_2, M_3)); \]

WHERE \( M_1, M_2, M_3, \) AND \( M \) ARE MATRICES. PROCEDURES CAN BE RECURSIVE, OF
COURSE.

A PROCEDURE IS SIMPLY AN EXPRESSION WITH CERTAIN VARIABLES
SPECIFIED AS ARGUMENTS, SO THE RANGE OF PROCEDURES IS DETERMINED BY
THE RANGE OF EXPRESSIONS. THE MOST USEFUL EXPRESSION FOR PROCEDURE
DEFINITIONS IS THE BLOCK, WHICH IS SIMILAR TO THAT USED IN ALGOL, BUT
CAN HAVE A VALUE. THE STATEMENT:

\[ \text{REVERSE} = \text{PROC}(L), \]
\[ \text{BEGIN}(X), \]
\[ \text{COMMENT} <\text{FIRST TEST FOR ATOMIC ARGUMENT}> \]
\[ \text{IF ATOM}(L) \text{ THEN RETURN}(L), \]
\[ \text{COMMENT} <\text{OTHERWISE ENTER REVERSING LOOP}> \]
\[ X \Rightarrow \text{NIL}, \]
\[ \text{COMMENT} <\text{EACH TIME ROUND REMOVE ELEMENT FROM L, REVERSE IT, AND PUT AT BEGINNING OF X}> \]
\[ \text{NXT}, \]
\[ \text{IF NULL}(L) \text{ THEN RETURN } (X), \]
\[ X = \text{REVERSE}(\text{HD} L) ; X, \]
\[ L = \text{TL} L, \text{ GO} \text{NXT} \]
\[ \text{END END}; \]

SHOWS THE USE OF A BLOCK DELIMITED BY BEGIN AND END IN DEFINING A
PROCEDURE REVERSE WHICH REVERSES A LIST AT ALL LEVELS. THE COMMENT OPERATOR CAN FOLLOW ANY INFIX OPERATOR, AND WILL CAUSE THE FOLLOWING DATA-ITEM TO BE IGNORED.

AS WELL AS AN IF...THEN...STATEMENT THERE IS AN IF...THEN...ELSE... AS WELL AS AN IF...THEN...ELSEIF...THEN... ETC. LOOPING STATEMENTS INCLUDE A FOR...REPEAT...AS WELL AS A WHILE...REPEAT... . A LABEL SHOULD BE REGARDED JUST AS A LOCAL VARIABLE WHOSE VALUE IS THE INTERNAL REPRESENTATION OF THE STATEMENTS FOLLOWING IT. ACCORDINGLY, ASSIGNMENTS TO LABELS, AND TRANSFERS TO VARIABLES OR EXPRESSIONS ARE LEGAL. AND CAN GIVE THE EFFECT OF A SWITCH. A COMPOUND STATEMENT WITHOUT LOCAL VARIABLES OR TRANSFERS CAN BE WRITTEN DO.....END. OF COURSE ANY OF THESE STATEMENTS CAN BE USED AS AN EXPRESSION, GIVING THE APPROPRIATE VALUE. NOTE THAT A COMMA IS USED TO SEPARATE STATEMENTS AND LABELS WITHIN A BLOCK AND A COMPOUND STATEMENT. THE SEMICOLON IS INTERPRETED AS AN END-OF-COMMAND BY THE SYSTEM (UNLESS IT OCCURS WITHIN A STRING), EVEN IF IT OCCURS WITHIN PARENCHESES OR BRACKETS. ANY UNPAIRED PARENTHESIS OR BRACKETS WILL BE PAIRED AUTOMATICALLY, WITH A WARNING MESSAGE BEING ISSUED.
A DATA-ITEM IN BALM IS EITHER A PRIMITIVE OR AN AGGREGATE. PRIMITIVE DATA-ITEMS COM普SE INTEGERS, REALS, OCTALS, SHORT-STRINGS, NAMES, OR ENTRY-POINTS. AGGREGATE DATA-ITEMS COM普SE VECTORS, LISTS, AND STRINGS. EXPRESSIONS AND PROCEDURES CAN ALSO BE REGARDED AS AGGREGATE DATA-ITEMS, BUT IN FACT ARE REPRESENTED INTERNALLY AS LISTS.

TYPES CAN BE DETERMINED DYNAMICALLY AT RUN TIME. ACCORDINGLY, THERE ARE NO TYPE DECLARATIONS, AND WHEN NECESSARY CONVERSION FROM ONE TYPE TO ANOTHER IS DONE DYNAMICALLY. ANY DATA-ITEM CAN BE ASSIGNED AS THE VALUE OF A VARIABLE, PRODUCED AS THE VALUE OF AN EXPRESSION, USED AS AN ARGUMENT TO A PROCEDURE, OR RETURNED AS THE VALUE OF A PROCEDURE.

2.1 CONSTANTS AND EXPRESSIONS

IN GENERAL A CONSTANT IS DISTINGUISHED FROM AN EXPRESSION (THAT IS, SOMETHING WHICH IS TO BE EVALUATED) BY PRECEEDING IT BY THE QUOTE MARK. EXPRESSIONS WILL BE TRANSLATED BY THE BALM TRANSLATE FUNCTION INTO A LIST FORM WHICH IS ESSENTIALLY IDENTICAL TO THAT USED IN LISP 1.5. CONSTANTS WILL ALSO BE TRANSLATED, BUT USING A DIFFERENT SYNTAX.

THE SYNTAX FOR CONSTANTS IS VERY SIMPLE. A CONSTANT IS EITHER:

1. AN INTEGER
2. A REAL NUMBER
3. AN OCTAL NUMBER
4. A SHORT-STRING
5. AN ENTRY-POINT
6. A NAME PRECEDED BY A QUOTE MARK
7. A STRING
8. A LIST CONSISTING OF A QUOTE MARK, AN ARBITRARY NUMBER OF DATA-ITEMS SEPARATED BY SPACES IF NECESSARY, AND A RIGHT PARENTHESIS.
9. A VECTOR CONSISTING OF A QUOTE MARK, AN ARBITRARY NUMBER OF DATA-ITEMS SEPARATED BY SPACES IF NECESSARY, AND A RIGHT SQUARE BRACKET.
10. TRUE, FALSE, NIL (NIL AND FALSE ARE INTERNALLY IDENTICAL) IN THE ABOVE A DATA-ITEM CAN BE ANY CONSTANT, BUT IF IT IS A NAME, LIST, OR VECTOR, THE LEADING QUOTE MARK MUST BE LEFT OUT.

THE SYNTAX OF CONSTANTS IS DESCRIBED IN BNF-TYPE FORM BELOW. THE NOTATION <ABC>[I,J] IS USED TO INDICATE NOT LESS THAN I AND NOT MORE THAN J OCCURRENCES OF THE SYNTACTIC TYPE <ABC>. PARENTHESES ARE AS A SINGLE UNIT, WRITTEN AS ( AND ) TO AVOID

```plaintext
<CONSTANT>::=  <INTEGER> / <REAL> / <OCTAL> / …
              <SHORT-STRING> / <ENTRY-POINT> / <STRING> / …
              ≥ <NAME> / ≥ <LIST> / ≥ <VECTOR>

<INTEGER>::= <SIGN>[0,1] <DIGIT>[1,14]
<SIGN>::= + / -
```
A space will terminate an integer, real, octal, entry-point, or name, but will otherwise be ignored. A semicolon will have the effect of terminating any incomplete vectors or lists, and a warning message will be issued.

The character '=' can be used instead of '=' as a quote mark.

Examples of <item>s:

(AA 15 17.3)
((AA 15 17.3) (200.4 <THIRD>))
([EL1 <THIRD ELEMENT>]
[[<ELEMENTS>] (OF TRIANGULAR) [ARRAY 2 /]]
(MIXED (LISTS AND ) (VECTORS AND <STRINGS>))
(MIXED (LISTS) (VECTORS AND ENTRY POINTS))

<real>::=  <sign> [0,1] <digit>[1.] <digit>[1.]<exponent>[0,1]
<exponent>::= E <sign> <digit> <digit>
<octal>::= <octal-digit>[1,20] <
<short-string>::= % <character>[0,10] #
<string>::= < <character>[0, ]>
<entry-point>::= <letter> <letter-digit>[0,6] <ep-type>
<ep-type>::= 0 / 1 / 2
<name>::= <letter> <letter-digit>[0,69]
/ <special-character>
<vector>::= [ <item>[0,1 ]]
<list>::= ( <item>[0,1 ] / ( <item>[0,1 ] , <item> )
<item>::= <integer> / <real> / <octal> / <short-string> / <entry-point> / <string> /
<name> / <list> / <vector>

A space will terminate an integer, real, octal, entry-point, or name, but will otherwise be ignored. A semicolon will have the effect of terminating any incomplete vectors or lists, and a warning message will be issued.

The character '=' can be used instead of '=' as a quote mark.

Examples of <item>s:

(AA 15 17.3)
((AA 15 17.3) (200.4 <THIRD>))
([EL1 <THIRD ELEMENT>]
[[<ELEMENTS>] (OF TRIANGULAR) [ARRAY 2 /]]
(MIXED (LISTS AND ) (VECTORS AND <STRINGS>))
(MIXED (LISTS) (VECTORS AND ENTRY POINTS))
2.2 NUMBERS

Numbers can be expressed as integer, real, or octal, and all will be represented as full words (60-bit precision in the CDC 6600). The usual arithmetic operations are permitted on such quantities, with automatic type conversion from octal to integer or real, or from integer to real, if necessary.

2.3 SHORT-CHARACTER-STRINGS

A character-string short enough to be contained in a machine word (up to 10 characters or the CDC 6600) is written in the form #ABC#. The characters # and → within such constants should be written as ← or →. In the internal representation the → will be removed, but will be re-inserted if printed.

2.4 NAMES

A name is written either as any sequence of up to 70 letters or digits starting with a letter, or as any single special character except ( ) [ ] < > , and #. Names can have properties which can be set or referred to. One important property of a name is its value, and the most frequent use of a name will be as a variable, whose value can be changed by assignment or used in an expression. If the name rather than its value is to be used in an expression it should be preceded by a quote mark. Note that a short-character-string is quite different from a name, though it is possible to calculate one from the other. The values of the names T and F are initialized to TRUE and FALSE respectively.

2.5 ENTRY-POINTS

A machine-coded procedure is represented by a data-item which gives the address of the entry-point. Built-in procedures in Balm simply have such an item as the value of the name used to invoke them, so that the procedure which prints its argument in the output file, for instance, is represented by a variable whose name is PRINT and whose value is an entry-point. This value can be changed by an assignment statement, or can be assigned as the value of another variable, which can then be regarded as a synonym for PRINT. Three types of entry-point are available. a sub-type SUBR which expects evaluated arguments, a sub-type FSUBR which expects a single argument representing a list of unevaluated expressions, and a sub-type NSUBR which expects a single argument representing a list of evaluated expressions. The external (printed) form of a SUBR, FSUBR, or NSUBR is the name of the entry-point as known to the loader followed by the two characters 0> or 1> or 2>.
A VECTOR IS AN AGGREGATION OF ARBITRARY DATA-ITEMS EACH OF WHICH CAN BE REFERRED TO BY INDEXING. A CONSTANT VECTOR IS REPRESENTED BY A QUOTE MARK FOLLOWED BY A LEFT SQUARE BRACKET, A SEQUENCE OF CONSTANT DATA-ITEMS WITH IMPLIED QUOTE MARKS, AND TERMINATED BY A RIGHT SQUARE BRACKET. THUS:

$$\begin{bmatrix} 1 \ 1 \ \text{XYZ} \ <\text{ABCDE}> \end{bmatrix}$$

IS A VECTOR WHOSE ELEMENTS ARE THE REAL QUANTITY 1.1, THE NAME XYZ, AND THE STRING ABCDE, WHILE $$\begin{bmatrix} 1 \ 2 \ 3 \ 4 \end{bmatrix}$$ IS A VECTOR WHOSE FIRST ELEMENT IS $1$ AND WHOSE SECOND ELEMENT IS $2$. A VECTOR WHOSE VALUES ARE THE VALUES OF EXPRESSIONS CAN BE CONSTRUCTED BY USING THE PROCEDURE VECTOR, SO THAT

$$\text{VECTOR}(X+Y, F(A,B))$$


$$F(A,B)[i]$$

WILL GIVE ITS $I$TH ELEMENT. INSTEAD OF $F(A,B)$ ANY EXPRESSION COULD HAVE BEEN WRITTEN, ENCLOSED IN PARENTHESES IF NECESSARY. THUS THE STATEMENT

$$P[i][j] = x \times (\text{IF } \alpha \in B \text{ THEN } y \text{ ELSE } z)[i+j]+w;$$

IS QUITE LEGAL.
2.7 Lists

Lists are the most widely-used aggregate data-items in BALM, and are similar to those of LISP 1.5. A constant list is written as a quote mark followed by a left parenthesis, a sequence of constant data-items with implied quote marks, and a right parenthesis. Thus (A (B C) (D E)) is a list whose first element is A, whose second is (B C) and whose third is (D E). The primitive prefix operators HD and TL will give the first element of a list, and the list without its first element respectively. The infix operator : will construct a new list whose HD and TL are to the left and right of the : operator. The empty list is written as NIL or () or (NIL or (NIL) or (NIL)), so that the statement:

L1=A:B:C:NIL;

assigns to L1 a list of three elements which are the values of the variables A, B, and C. The statements:

L1=HD L1;
L2=TL L1;
L3=B:C:NIL;

will assign the same values to L2 and L3, and will assign A to L1.

2.8 Strings

Constant character-strings of arbitrary length can be written by enclosing them within < and >. The characters > and < can be written as ➔ and ➔ respectively, although the first ➔ will not be represented internally. The internal representation of a string is similar to a list of short-character-strings, with appropriate distinguishing flags. The short-character-strings comprising a string can be of any length permitted for a short-character-string, but it is convenient to distinguish packed strings (maximum length short-character-strings) from unpacked strings (1 character short-character-strings). Zero length short-character-strings may appear only as the sole element in a string, in which case the string is a null string ➔. All built-in string operations are independent of representation.
EXPRESSIONS AND PROCEDURES ARE STORED INTERNALLY AS LISTS, AND CAN BE MANIPULATED BY THE ORDINARY LIST OPERATORS. THE USUAL WAY OF DEFINING A PROCEDURE IS SIMPLY TO ASSIGN THE LIST REPRESENTING IT TO THE VARIABLE WHICH WILL SUBSEQUENTLY BE USED TO INVOKE IT. FOR CONVENIENCE, HOWEVER, AN ALGOL-LIKE NOTATION IS PERMITTED. FOR EXAMPLE:

\[
\text{SUMSQ} = \text{PROC}(X,Y), X^2 + Y^2 \text{ END};
\]

SUBSEQUENTLY SUMSQ CAN BE USED TO APPLY THIS PROCEDURE TO ITS ARGUMENTS IN EXPRESSIONS SUCH AS:

\[
Y = Z + \text{SUMSQ}(I+4,K/2);
\]

THIS COULD ALSO BE WRITTEN:

\[
Y = Z + \text{PROC}(X,Y), X^2 + Y^2 \text{ END}(I+J,K/2);
\]

SIMILARLY, AN EXPRESSION WRITTEN IN THE FORM:

\[
E = \text{EXPR} X^2 + Y^2 \text{ END} ;
\]

WOULD HAVE THE SAME EFFECT AS:

\[
E = \text{TRANSLATE}(2(X^2 + Y^2));
\]

AND COULD SUBSEQUENTLY BE USED IN THE FORM:

\[
V = \text{EVAL}(E);
\]

OR EQUIVALENTLY AS \( V = SE; \) USING THE PREFIX EVALUATION OPERATOR \( \$ \). THE RESULT WILL BE THE SAME AS IF:

\[
V = X^2 + Y^2;
\]

HAD BEEN WRITTEN.
3. STATEMENTS AND EXPRESSIONS

There is no distinction in Balm between statements and expressions. What is usually thought of as a statement is simply an expression whose value is ignored. Anything which can be used as an expression can be used as a statement, and vice versa. We will refer to both as expressions.

3.1 BLOCKS

A block is similar to an Algol block, but can be used as an expression, and so has a value. It is defined as:

\[
<\text{BLOCK}> ::= \text{BEGIN} ( <\text{VARLIST}> ) <\text{LXLIST}> \text{ END}
\]

\[
<\text{VARLIST}> ::= \text{<EMPTY> / <NAME>}, <\text{NAME}> \{0,J\}
\]

\[
<\text{LXLIST}> ::= \text{<LABELOREXPR> \{0,J}
\]

\[
<\text{LABELOREXPR}> ::= <\text{NAME}> / <\text{EXPR}>
\]

Note that within a block labels and expressions are separated by commas. Exit from a block occurs if the last expression in the block was evaluated and did not cause a transfer, in which case the value of the block is nil. Exit also occurs when the return procedure is executed, the argument of return being the value of the block.

\[
<\text{VARLIST}> \text{ is a list of variables which are to be local to the block. Other variables referred to within the block will be assumed to be global, and to have had values assigned to them previous to entering the block. Similarly the local variables of the block will be accessible as global variables to any blocks and expressions invoked from within the block. Note that global variables take on values determined by the calling block or procedure, rather than the enclosing block or procedure as in Algol 60.}
\]

A label should be regarded as a local variable whose value is a list whose elements are the internal representations of the statements following the label. They can be manipulated just like any other local variables. For instance, the statement:

\[
\text{LET } L \text{ WHERE L IS A LABEL WILL EFFECTIVELY MOVE THE LABEL DOWN ONE STATEMENT.}
\]

\[
\text{THIS IS A TEMPORARY CHANGE, OF COURSE, ONLY EFFECTIVE FOR THE ONE INSTANCE OF THE BLOCK.}
\]

\[
\text{ON EXIT FROM A BLOCK, LOCAL VARIABLES AND LABELS WILL HAVE THEIR VALUES RESTORED TO THE ONES THEY HAD ON ENTRY TO THE BLOCK.}
\]

3.2 COMPOUND EXPRESSIONS

A compound expression is written:

\[
<\text{COMPounder}> ::= \text{DO} <\text{EXPR}> \{0,J \text{ END}
\]

\[
\text{IT IS EVALUATED BY EVALUATING THE SPECIFIED EXPRESSIONS FROM LEFT TO RIGHT, AND HAS AS ITS VALUE THE VALUE OF THE LAST SUCH EXPRESSION.}
\]

\[
\text{TRANSFER AND RETURN EXPRESSIONS WILL NOT HAVE AN IMMEDIATE EFFECT, BUT}
\]
WILL ONLY BE DETECTED AT THE END OF THE TOP LEVEL EXPRESSION OF AN ENCLOSING BLOCK.

3.3 ASSIGNMENTS

THE USUAL FORM OF ASSIGNMENT IS PERMITTED:

\[ \text{< ASSIGNMENT> ::= <LEFTHANDSIDE> = <EXPR>} \]

\[ \text{<LEFTHANDSIDE> ::= <NAME> / <VECTORELEMENT> / <LISTELEMENT> / <STRINGELEMENT> / <INDIRECTREFERENCE> / <LHS-PROC-CALL>} \]

THAT IS, EXPRESSIONS WHICH CAN APPEAR ON THE LEFT-HAND-SIDE OF AN ASSIGNMENT STATEMENT INCLUDE VARIABLES, INDEXED EXPRESSIONS, AND EXPRESSIONS WHOSE TOP-LEVEL OPERATOR IS HD, TL, EVAL, %, SUBSTR, PROP, PROPS, =, OR \( \geq \). IF \( \geq \) OR \( \neq \) IS THE TOP-LEVEL OPERATOR, THEN THE EXPRESSION IS TREATED AS A MULTIPLE ASSIGNMENT (I.E. A CALL TO BREAKUP). FOR EXAMPLE:

\[ \geq(A\ B\ C)=z(W\ (X\ Y)\ Z); \]

WILL PERFORM THE SAME ASSIGNMENTS AS \[ A\Rightarrow W; \ B\Rightarrow (X\ Y); \ C\Rightarrow Z; \]
ADDITIONAL FORMS OF EXPRESSION CAN BE USED ON THE LEFT-HAND-SIDE IF THE APPROPRIATE MACROS ARE DEFINED BY THE USER (SEE SECTION 5).

3.4 CONDITIONAL EXPRESSIONS

THE CONDITIONAL EXPRESSION IS OF THE FORM:

\[ \text{<CONDITIONEXPR> ::= IF <LOGEXPR> THEN <EXPR> + ELSEIF <LOGEXPR> THEN <EXPR> +10,1} \]

\[ + ELSE <EXPR> +10,1} \]

WHERE \( <LOGEXPR> \) IS AN EXPRESSION WHICH IS TAKEN TO BE FALSE IF ITS VALUE IS NIL, AND TRUE OTHERWISE. AN EXPRESSION IS NOT EVALUATED UNLESS ITS PRECEDING \( <LOGEXPR> \) IS NOT NIL. THE FIRST SUCH PAIR TERMINATES THE EVALUATION OF THE \( <CONDITIONEXPR> \), WHOSE VALUE IS THAT OF THE CORRESPONDING \( <EXPR> \). IF THERE IS NO NON-NIL \( <LOGEXPR> \), THE VALUE OF THE ELSE CLAUSE IS TAKEN IF THERE IS ONE, AND NIL OTHERWISE.

THE NAMES TRUE AND NIL ARE RESERVED WORDS WHICH SHOULD NOT BE USED AS NAMES OF VARIABLES, AND ARE ACTUALLY REPRESENTED INTERNALLY AS CONSTANTS. THE VALUE OF THE VARIABLE T IS INITIALLY TO TRUE, AND THE VALUE OF THE VARIABLES F AND FALSE ARE INITIALLY TO NIL, SO IF NOT USED AS VARIABLES THESE CAN BE USED INSTEAD OF TRUE AND NIL IN EXPRESSIONS.

3.5 TRANSFERS

\[ \text{<TRANSFER> ::= GO <EXPR>} \]

WHERE THE \( <EXPR> \) EVALUATES TO AN INTERNAL REPRESENTATION OF A LIST OF EXPRESSIONS. THE NORMAL FORM OF \( <EXPR> \) IS SIMPLY A NAME USED AS A LABEL. NOTE THAT:

\[ L1=L2,GO\ L1 \]

IS JUST THE SAME AS GO L2. AN ARBITRARY EXPRESSION CAN BE USED AFTER GO, INCLUDING A VECTOR ELEMENT OR PROCEDURE CALL, SO THE EXPRESSION:

\[ \text{GO IF A\#B THEN L1[i+j] ELSE F (X,Y)} \]

IS THE SAME AS:

\[ \text{IF A\#B THEN GO L1[i+j] ELSE GO F(X,Y)} \]
3.6 Procedure Call

A procedure call is written in the form:

**PROC-CALL**: := **PROC-EXPR** ( **ARGLIST** )

**ARGLIST**: := **EMPTY** / **EXPR** + , **EXPR** ?[0,1]

Where **PROC-EXPR** is an expression which evaluates to a procedure. This is usually a variable to which has been assigned a subr, fsurr, or programmer-defined procedure written as **PROC...END**. However, it could also be an arbitrary expression, or the **PROC...END** expression itself.

3.7 For Loops

For loops similar to ALGOL can be written in the form:

**FORLOOP**: := FOR **NAME** = ( **EXPR** + , **EXPR** ?[1,2] ) REPEAT **EXPR**

The values of the two or three **EXPR**s are evaluated once before entering the loop, and will be taken to be the initial, terminal, and step values for the control variable. A step of 1 will be assumed if left out. The expression may be evaluated zero times. The step may be negative, in which case repetition stops when the control variable is less than the terminal value. The value of the expression is the value of the last **EXPR**.

3.8 While Loops

**WHILE-LOOP**: := WHILE **LOGEXPR** REPEAT **EXPR**

The **EXPR** is evaluated continuously until the value of the **LOGEXPR** is NIL, possibly zero times. The value of the **WHILE-LOOP** is the value of the last **EXPR** evaluated.

3.9 Comments

**COMMENT**: := COMMENT **DATA-ITEM**

A comment can occur anywhere a unary operator could occur, such as after a comma. It will be completely ignored. The usual form of **DATA-ITEM** is a **STRING**.

3.10 Procedure Definitions

**PROC-DEF** := PROC ( **FARGLIST** ) , **EXPR** END /

**FPROC** ( **NAME** ) , **EXPR** END /

**NPROC** ( **NAME** ) , **EXPR** END

**FARGLIST**: := **EMPTY** / **NAME** + , **NAME** ?[0,1]

Proc type procedures take a fixed number of arguments which are evaluated upon entry to the procedure. When the proc is called, the values of the formal parameters of the proc (the names in **FARGLIST**) are set to the values of the corresponding actual parameters. The formal parameters are considered local to the proc. The value of **EXPR** is then returned as the value of the proc. Example:
FN=PROC(W,X,Y,Z), X:Y:Z:NIL END;
A=1; B=2; C=3; D=4;
PRINT(FN(A,B,C,D));
WOULD PRINT OUT THE FOLLOWING:
(2 3 4)

PROC TYPE PROCEDURES TAKE A VARIABLE NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS. WHEN THE FPROC IS CALLED, THE VALUE OF ITS SINGLE FORMAL PARAMETER (CONSIDERED LOCAL TO THE FPROC) IS SET TO A LIST OF THE UNEVALUATED ACTUAL PARAMETERS OF THE FPROC. THE VALUE OF THE <EXPR> IS THEN RETURNED. EXAMPLE:

FN=PROC(X), TL X END;
A=1; B=2; C=3; D=4;
PRINT(FN(A,B,C,D));
WOULD PRINT OUT THE FOLLOWING:
(B C D)

NPROC TYPE PROCEDURES TAKE A VARIABLE NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS. WHEN THE NPROC IS CALLED, THE VALUE OF ITS SINGLE FORMAL PARAMETER (CONSIDERED LOCAL TO THE NPROC) IS SET TO A LIST OF THE VALUES OF THE ACTUAL PARAMETERS TO THE NPROC. THE VALUE OF <EXPR> IS THEN RETURNED. EXAMPLE:

FN=NPROC(X), TL X END;
A=1; B=2; C=3; D=4;
PRINT(FN(A,B,C,D));
WOULD PRINT OUT THE FOLLOWING:
(2 3 4)
4. INPUT AND OUTPUT

------------

INPUT AND OUTPUT IN BALM ARE FILE ORIENTED. ALL FILES ARE READ AND WRITTEN IN CODED MODE, AND ARE TREATED AS IF THEY WERE TAPES (IE. SEQUENTIAL ACCESS ONLY). FILE BUFFERS CAN BE CREATED DYNAMICALLY, BUT CANNOT BE RELEASED ONCE THEY HAVE BEEN CREATED. STANDARD I/O PROCEDURES WHICH OBEY BALM I/O CONVENTIONS HAVE BEEN PROVIDED FOR FILE MANIPULATION. SPECIAL I/O PROCEDURES HAVE BEEN INCLUDED FOR USERS WHO WISH TO DO THEIR OWN INPUT OR OUTPUT CONVERSIONS.

4.1 CREATION OF FILES

FILES ARE REPRESENTED WITHIN THE BALM SYSTEM AS SPECIALLY FORMATTED VECTORS WHICH CONTAIN I/O BUFFERS, LINE BUFFERS, FLAGS, AND SYSTEM INFORMATION. FILES ARE CREATED BY CALLING THE PROCEDURE FILE, WHICH RETURNS A FILE. FOR EXAMPLE,

TAPE1=FILE("PUNCH",80);

CREATES A FILE WHOSE SCOPE NAME IS PUNCH AND WHOSE LINE LENGTH IS 80 CHARACTERS. THE NAME TAPE1 CAN BE USED TO REFER TO THIS FILE. FOR EXAMPLE,

WRITE("(A MESSAGE)",TAPE1);

WILL WRITE THE LIST (A MESSAGE) ON THE SCOPE FILE PUNCH. FILES CAN BE ASSIGNED AS THE VALUES OF VARIABLES, RETURNED BY PROCEDURES, MADE ELEMENTS OF LISTS OR VECTORS, ETC. FILE BUFFERS RESIDE IN BLOCKSPACE, AND ONCE THEY ARE CREATED THEIR STORAGE CANNOT BE RELEASED.

THE VALUES OF THE VARIABLES INPUT AND OUTPUT ARE INITIALIZED TO THE STANDARD INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES BY THE BALM SYSTEM.

4.2 STANDARD I/O PROCEDURES

ALL STANDARD I/O PROCEDURES TAKE A FILE AS ONE OF THEIR ARGUMENTS. MANY OF THE PROCEDURES PERMIT THE USER TO OMIT THE ARGUMENT FILE, IN WHICH CASE THE STANDARD I/O FILES (AS DECLARED ON THE BALM CONTROL CARD) ARE ASSUMED. THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES HAVE BEEN PROVIDED FOR FILE MANIPULATION:

READ(TAPE)
WRITE(ITEM,TAPE)
REWIND(TAPE)
ENDFILE(TAPE)
BACKSPACE(TAPE)
LINES(NUMBER,TAPE)
EJECT(TAPE)

THE VALUE OF TAPE IS ASSUMED TO BE A FILE IN THE ABOVE EXAMPLES.
THE BALM I/O ROUTINES WILL OPTIONALLY PERFORM THE FOLLOWING OPERATIONS DURING INPUT OR OUTPUT:
1. ECHOING OF INPUTTED LINES ON THE STANDARD OUTPUT FILE
   Initially this option is enabled (switched on) for the standard input file, unless the TTY parameter is present on the Balm control card. Echoing is initially disabled for files created by the file procedure. The procedure ECHO can be used to enable or disable this option.

2. AUTOMATIC INSERTION OF CARRIAGE CONTROL CHARACTERS DURING OUTPUT
   Initially this option is enabled for the standard output file and all created files. The option can be switched on or off by the carriage procedure. Carriage also permits the user to specify which character is to be inserted for carriage control.

3. INDENTED OUTPUT OF DATA STRUCTURES
   This option, which is initially enabled for all files, can be switched on or off by calling the PrettyPrint procedure.

4.3 SPECIAL I/O PROCEDURES

   Special I/O procedures have been provided for users who wish to input or output data-structures in non-standard formats. The procedures blanks and writeln introduce characters into the output line buffers of files. Write or flush can then be used to complete the line and transfer it to the output buffer. If even more control over I/O format is desired, readline and writeln can be used. These procedures perform input of a line directly into a string and output directly from a string. The characters '< >' are treated as ordinary characters by readline and writeln. The following additional procedures will simplify (hopefully) the work of user-formatted I/O:

   OPCHARP(CHAR)
   NUMCHARP(CHAR)
   ALPHCHARP(CHAR)
   MKVAR(STRING)
   MKNUM(CHAR)
   VARNAME(VAR)
5. EXAMPLES

We give below a generalized game-playing routine `best`, using an alpha-beta minimax search. With the appropriate routines `possmoves`, `newposn`, and `score` added, it will play tic-tac-toe, checkers, chess, or go, with varying degrees of success.

Arguments to `best` are: `posn`, the position from which the move must be made; `depth`, the number of moves the routine should look ahead; `hisb` and `myb`, the range between which scores are acceptable, with `hisb` being the minimum and `myb` the maximum, large scores being good. For tic-tac-toe, for instance, `posn` is of the form:

```
[[X-][-][-][-][X][X]]
```

The extra X indicating it is X to move.

The full deck to play a complete game of tic-tac-toe against itself is constructed as follows:

```
A123456,CM60000. HARRISON
BALK.
EOR.
COMMENT <TEST PROGRAM - TIC-TAC-TOE PLAYER>
```

```
BEST=PROC(posn, depth, hisb, myb),
BEGIN(ml, dm1, bestsc, bestm, try),
IF depth=0 THEN RETURN(-score(posn):nil:nil),
ml=possmoves(posn),
dm1=depth-1, bestsc=myb, bestm=nil,
next, IF =ml THEN RETURN(-bestsc:bestm:nil),
try=best(newposn(posn, hd, ml), dm1, -bestsc, -hisb),
IF hd try gt bestsc then
DO bestsc=hd try, bestm=hd ml end,
IF = bestsc lt hisb THEN RETURN(-bestsc:bestm:nil),
ml=tl ml, go next;
```

```
SCORE=PROC(p),
BEGIN(rowsc, m, h, i, j),
ROWSc=PROC(init, step),
BEGIN(nm, nh, i, j, s),
$init, nm=0, nh=0,
FOR i,j=1,3) REPEAT
DO IF (s=p[i][j] em THEN nm=nm+1
ELSEIF s=eh THEN nh=nh+1,
$step end,
RETURN(IF (nm+nh) eq THEN nm*nm-nh*nh else 0)
end end,
map[4], h=if me=x THEN 0 ELSE x,
RETURN
(rowsc(expr i=j=1 end, expr j=j+1 end) +
rowsc(expr i=1+(j=1) end, expr j=j+1 end) +
rowsc(expr i=2+(j=1) end, expr j=j+1 end) +
rowsc(expr i=j=1 end, expr i=i+1 end) +
rowsc(expr j=1+(i=1) end, expr i=i+1 end) +
rowsc(expr j=2+(i=1) end, expr i=i+1 end) +
```
\[
\text{ROWS}(\text{EXPR } i = j = 1 \text{ END}, \text{EXPR } i = j = 1 \text{ END}) + \\
\text{ROWS}(\text{EXPR } i = 2, j = 1 \text{ END}, \text{EXPR } \text{DO } i = i - 1, j = j - 1 \text{ END END})
\]

\[\text{POSS}\text{MOVES} = \text{PROC}(P),\]
BEGIN(I, J, M),
FOR I = (1, 3) REPEAT
FOR J = (1, 3) REPEAT
IF P[I][J] = 2 THEN M = (I, J, NIL) : M,
RETURN(M);
END
\]

\[\text{NEWPOS} = \text{PROC}(P, M),\]
BEGIN(N),
N = \text{COPY}(P),
N[H][H] = [H][T][L][M] = P[4],
RETURN(N);
END
\]

\[\text{PLAY} = \text{PROC}(),\]
BEGIN(POSN, BM),
POSN = [[- - -][- - -][- - -] X],
NEXT, PRINT(POSN),
BM = \text{HD TL BEST}(\text{POSN}, 1, 9999, -9999),
IF BM\text{NIL} THEN RETURN(POSN),
POSN = \text{NEWPOS}(\text{POSN}, BM),
GO NEXT;
\]

\[\text{PLAY}();\]
EXIT();
EOF.

This uses a look-ahead of only one level, prints out each position, and terminates when all squares are occupied.
6. USER-DEFINED LANGUAGE EXTENSIONS

THE TRANSLATE PROCEDURE USED BY BALM TO TRANSLATE STATEMENTS INTO THE APPROPRIATE INTERNAL FORM IS PARTICULARLY SIMPLE, CONSISTING OF A PRECEDENCE ANALYSIS PASS FOLLOWED BY A MACRO-EXPANSION PASS. BUILT-IN SYNTAX IS PROVIDED ONLY FOR PARENTHESESIZED SUBEXPRESSIONS, COMMENTS, THE QUOTE OPERATOR, THE UNARY OPERATOR NOOP, PROCEDURE CALLS, AND INDEXING. ALL OTHER SYNTAX INFORMATION IS PROVIDED IN THE FORM OF THREE LISTS WHICH ARE THE VALUES OF THE VARIABLES UNARYLIST, INFIXLIST, AND MACROLIST. THE USER CAN MANIPULATE THESE LISTS AS HE WISHES, BY ADDING, DELETING, OR CHANGING OPERATORS OR MACROS.

OPERATORS ARE CATEGORIZED AS UNARY, BRACKET, OR INFIX, AND HAVE PRECEDENCE VALUES AND A PROCEDURE (OR MACRO) ASSOCIATED WITH THEM. EXAMPLES OF UNARY OPERATORS ARE -(MINUS), CAR, AND IF, WHILE INFIX OPERATORS INCLUDE +, THEN, AND ELSE. BRACKET OPERATORS ARE SIMILAR TO UNARY OPERATORS BUT REQUIRE A TERMINATING INFIX OPERATOR WHICH IS IGNORED. EXAMPLES OF BRACKETS OPERATORS ARE BEGIN AND PROC, WHICH BOTH CAN BE TERMINATED BY THE INFIX OPERATOR END.

NEW OPERATORS CAN BE DEFINED BY THE PROCEDURES UNARY, BRACKET, OR INFIX. THESE ADD APPROPRIATE ENTRIES INTO UNARYLIST OR INFIXLIST.

FOR EXAMPLE THE STATEMENT:

UNARY(GPR,150,>PRINT);  
WOULD ESTABLISH THE UNARY OPERATOR PR WITH PRIORITY 150 AS BEING THE SAME AS THE PROCEDURE PRINT. THUS WE COULD SUBSEQUENTLY WRITE PR A RATHER THAN PRINT(A). SIMILARLY WE COULD DEFINE AN INFIX OPERATOR BY INFIX(29,49,50,>APPEND);  
TO ALLOW AN INFIX APPEND OPERATION. THE NUMBERS 49 AND 50 ARE THE PRECEDENCES OF THE OPERATOR WHEN IT IS CONSIDERED AS A LEFT-HAND AND RIGHT-HAND OPERATOR RESPECTIVELY, SO THAT AN EXPRESSION SUCH AS A*B+C WILL BE ANALYZED AS THOUGH IT WERE A*(B+C)

THE OUTPUT OF THE PRECEDENCE ANALYSIS IS A TREE EXPRESSED AS A LIST IN WHICH THE FIRST ELEMENT OF EACH LIST OR SUBLIST IS AN OPERATOR OR MACRO. FOR EXAMPLE, THE STATEMENT:

SQ=PROC(X),X*X END;

WOULD BE INPUT AS THE LIST:

(SQ = PROC (X), X * X END)

AND WOULD BE ANALYZED INTO:

(SETO SQ (PROC (COMMA X (TIMES X X))))

THIS WOULD THEN BE EXPANDED BY THE MACRO-EXPANDER, GIVING:

(SETO SQ (QUOTE (LAMBDA (X) (TIMES X X))))

THE APPROPRIATE INTERNAL FORM. THIS WOULD THEN BE EVALUATED, HAVING THE SAME EFFECT AS THE STATEMENT:

SQ = (LAMBDA(X) (TIMES X X))

WHICH WOULD IN FACT BE TRANSLATED INTO THE SAME THING.

THE MACRO-EXPANDER IS A FUNCTION EXPAND WHICH IS GIVEN THE SYNTAX TREE AS ITS ARGUMENT. IT IS ACTUALLY DEFINED AS:

EXPAND = PROC(TR),
BEGIN(Y),
IF ATOM(TR) THEN RETURN(TR),
Y=LOOKUP(HD TR,MACROLIST),
IF ¬Y THEN RETURN(MAPX(EXPAND,TR)),
RETURN(Y(TR));

THAT IS, IF THE TOP-LEVEL OPERATOR IS A MACRO, IT IS APPLIED TO THE
WHOLE TREE. OTHERWISE EXPAND IS APPLIED TO EACH OF THE SUBTREES
RECURSIVELY. MOST OPERATORS WILL NOT REQUIRE MACROS BECAUSE THE
OUTPUT OF THE PRECEDENCE ANALYSIS IS IN THE CORRECT FORM. HOWEVER,
OPERATORS SUCH AS IF, THEN, FOR, PROC... ETC. REQUIRE THEIR ARGUMENTS
TO BE PUT IN THE CORRECT FORM FOR THE INTERPRETER. FOR INSTANCE,
THE IF MACRO CAN BE DEFINED:

MIF=PROC(TR),
BEGIN(X),
X=HD TL TR,
IF HD X=THEN THEN RETURN
(¬COND:LIST( EXPAND(HD TL X), EXPAND(HD TL TL X))):NIL),
RETURN(¬COND:EXPAND(X));

WHERE RECURSIVE CALLS TO EXPAND ARE USED TO TRANSFORM SUBTREES IN THE
APPROPRIATE WAY. THE STATEMENT:
MACRO(¬IF,MIF);
WOULD ASSOCIATE THE MACRO MIF WITH THE OPERATOR IF.

ONE PARTICULARLY USEFUL OUTCOME OF THIS EXPANSION PROCEDURE IS THE
ABILITY TO WRITE PROCEDURES ON THE LEFT-HAND SIDE OF ASSIGNMENT
STATEMENTS. THESE CAN BE HANDLED BY A MACRO ASSOCIATED WITH THE
ASSIGNMENT OPERATOR, WHICH TESTS FOR PARTICULAR EXPRESSIONS ON THE
LEFT-HAND SIDE AND MAKES APPROPRIATE MODIFICATIONS. FOR INSTANCE,
THE HD OPERATOR USED ON THE LEFT ALLOWS:
HD X=Y
TO BE WRITTEN INSTEAD OF:
RPLACA(X,Y);
WHICH THE SETQ MACRO WILL IN EFFECT PRODUCE. SIMILARLY, WE CAN WRITE:
MACRO(IF)=PROC(TR)...;
AS A MORE CONCISE WAY OF DEFINING THE IF MACRO, AS LONG AS THE SETQ
MACRO WERE PREPARED FOR THIS LEFT-HAND SIDE FORM.

TO PROVIDE THIS FLEXIBILITY, THE MACRO FOR THE ASSIGNMENT OPERATOR
IS DEFINED TO BE:

MSETQ=PROC(X),
BEGIN(E1,E2,LM)
E1=HD TL X, E2=HD TL TL X,
IF ATOM(E1) THEN GO NOTLM,
LM=LOOKUP(HD E1,LAMACROLIST),
IF NULL(LM) THEN GO NOTLM,
RETURN(LM(X));
NOTLM,RETURN(¬SETQ:EXPAND(E1):EXPAND(E2):NIL);

THIS LOOKS UP TOP-LEVEL OPERATORS ON THE LEFT-HAND-SIDE ON THE LIST
LAMACROLIST, WHICH CAN BE EXTENDED BY THE USER. THE STATEMENT:
LMACRO(NAME,LMAC);
ADDS MACROS TO LMACROLIST IN A WAY ANALOGOUS TO MACRO.
7. THE BALM COMPILER

A BALM COMPILER WHICH WILL CHANGE A USER DEFINED PROCEDURE IN BALM INTERNAL FORM (A LIST STRUCTURE) INTO MACHINE CODE (A VECTOR OF MACHINE LANGUAGE INSTRUCTIONS) IS AVAILABLE. THE COMPILER IS ITSELF A PROCEDURE WRITTEN IN BALM AND CALLED COMPILE. IT IS NOT A PERMANENT PART OF THE BALM SYSTEM, AND CAN BE INCLUDED OR ERASED AT THE USER'S REQUEST. MACHINE CODED (COMPILED) PROCS, FPROCS, AND NPROCS ARE KNOWN AS SUBS, FSUBRS, AND NSUBRS RESPECTIVELY. COMPILED PROCEDURES EXECUTE APPROXIMATELY 5 TIMES FASTER THAN UNCOMPiled PROCEDURES IN BALM INTERNAL FORM.

6.1 DEFINING THE COMPILER

THE BALM COMPILER IS SIMPLY A DECK OF PUNCHED CARDS CONTAINING THE BALM SOURCE STATEMENTS TO DEFINE THE PROCEDURE COMPILE AND ITS ASSOCIATED PROCEDURES. IN ORDER TO INCLUDE THE COMPILER IN THE BALM SYSTEM, THE USER PLACES THE COMPILER DECK BEFORE HIS OWN BALM STATEMENTS. THIS WILL CAUSE THE STATEMENTS IN THE COMPILER DECK TO BE TRANSLATED AND EXECUTED FIRST, THUS ESTABLISHING THE PROPER DEFINITIONS. THE USER CAN MODIFY THE COMPILER SOURCE CARDS IN ORDER TO PROVIDE HIS OWN SPECIAL PURPOSE COMPILER.

AN ALTERNATE WAY TO OBTAIN THE COMPILER IS TO READ ITS SOURCE STATEMENTS FROM A SCOPE COMMON FILE. THE COMMON FILE BALMC WILL USUALLY BE AVAILABLE AND WILL CONTAIN THE COMPILER DEFINITIONS. THE SCOPE CONTROL CARDS NECESSARY TO OBTAIN THIS COMMON FILE AND TO EXECUTE BALM ARE:

```
ID-CARD
COMMON(BALMC)
REWIND(BALMC)
COPYBF(BALMC,TAPE3)
RETURN(BALMC)
REWIND(TAPE3)
BALM,
E-O-R

BALM STATEMENTS
E-O-F

THE BALM STATEMENT
    COMPILER=FILE(#TAPE3#);
    EXECUTE(COMPILER,OUTPUT);
WILL THEN READ, TRANSLATE, AND EXECUTE THE COMPILER DEFINITIONS. IN ORDER TO ERASE THE COMPILER, CALL THE FUNCTION EXCISE(). TO RESTORE THE COMPILER AFTER A CALL TO EXCISE (IF THE COMPILER WAS OBTAINED FROM A COMMON FILE) -
    REWIND(COMPILER);
    EXECUTE(COMPILER,OUTPUT);
```
6.2 CALLING THE COMPILER


IF THE PROGRAM TO BE COMPILED CALLS ANY UNCOMPILED PROGRAMS, THEN THESE PROGRAMS WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY COMPILED. THE COMPLIER WILL GIVE THEM ALL THE ENTRY POINT NAME COMPILED.

EXAMPLE:
• COMMENT<READ IN COMPILED>
  • EXECUTE (FILE( #TAPE3#), OUTPUT);  
• COMMENT<DEFINE PROGRAMS TO BE COMPILED>
  • REV=PROC(X), IF ATOM(X) THEN X ELSE REV1(X,NIL) END;  
  • REV1=PROC(X,Y), IF X THEN Y ELSE REV1(TL X,REV(HD X);Y) END;  
• COMMENT<NOW COMPILE BOTH PROGRAMS>
  • COMPILE(REV,$REV#);  
  • PRINT($REV);  
  • SREV0>  
  • PRINT($REV1);  
  • COMPED0>

6.3 SOURCE CODE RESTRICTIONS

PROGRAMS WHICH ARE SUBRS, FSUBRS, OR NSUBRS AT COMPILED TIME MUST NOT BE REDEFINED AFTER THE COMPILED TIME.

IF AN EXPRESSION IS USED AS A FUNCTION, THEN IT WILL BE EVALUATED AT COMPILED TIME. IF THE VALUE IS NIL THEN THE FUNCTION IS ASSUMED TO BE UNEDEFINEd. THIS WILL NOT CAUSE AN ERROR MESSAGE. THOUGH, AS LONG AS THE FUNCTION BECOMES DEFINED BEFORE THE COMPILED CALL TO IT IS EXECUTED, IF THE VALUE OF AN EXPRESSION USED AS A FUNCTION IS A SUBR, FSUBR, OR NSUBR THEN A DIRECT LINKAGE TO IT WILL BE COMPILED. IF THE VALUE IS A PROC, FPROC, OR NPROC THEN IT WILL BE CONVERTED INTO A SUBR, FSUBR, OR NSUBR (IE. THE REFERENCED PROGRAM WILL BE COMPILED). THE VALUES OF ALL LOCAL VARIABLES AND FORMAL PARAMETERS OF PROGRAMS BEING COMPILED ARE SET TO NIL DURING COMPILED AND ARE RESTORED AFTERWARDS.

THE INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF A LABEL IN COMPILED CODE DIFFERS FROM THE INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF AN UNCOMPILED LABEL. STATEMENTS SUCH AS GO TL LABEL ARE ILLEGAL IN SOURCE CODE TO BE COMPILED.

SUBRS MAY HAVE A MAXIMUM OF 5 ARGUMENTS. ALL PROCS OF MORE THAN 5 ARGUMENTS SHOULD BE RE-Written AS NPROCS BEFORE THEY ARE COMPILED.
# 8. CATALOGUE OF OPERATORS AND PROCEDURES

The operators in the current system, in order of decreasing precedence, are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPERATOR</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>PROCEDURE</th>
<th>LEFT PREC</th>
<th>RIGHT PREC</th>
<th>COMMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≥</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td>QUOTE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HANDLED BY TRANSLATOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td>QUOTE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HANDLED BY TRANSLATOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENT</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HANDLED BY TRANSLATOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOOP</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HANDLED BY TRANSLATOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROP</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td>PROP</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>2101</td>
<td>RIGHT-ASSOCIATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROPS</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td>PROP</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>2101</td>
<td>RIGHT-ASSOCIATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td>CDR</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td>EVAL</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td>EXPT</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>1801</td>
<td>RIGHT-ASSOCIATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td>MINUS</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td>QUOTIENT</td>
<td>1601</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td>TIMES</td>
<td>1601</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td>PLUS</td>
<td>1501</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td>DIFFERENCE</td>
<td>1501</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td>EQUAL</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td>EQUAL</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td>GREATERP</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td>LESSP</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td>NLESSP</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td>NGREATERP</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZR</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td>ZEROP</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td>NZERO</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td>NMINUSP</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td>MINUSP</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAR</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td>ATOM</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOT</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td>NOT</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NULL</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>RIGHT-ASSOCIATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>RIGHT-ASSOCIATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td>RIGHT-ASSOCIATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td>RIGHT-ASSOCIATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-&gt;</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td>STRING</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>901</td>
<td>RIGHT-ASSOCIATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>::</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td>CONS</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>801</td>
<td>RIGHT-ASSOCIATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td>SETQ</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>RIGHT-ASSOCIATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPEAT</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td></td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>DETECTED BY MACROS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td>GO</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOTO</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td>GO</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td>FORLOOP</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHILE</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td>WHILE</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETURN</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td>RETURN</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEN</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td></td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>DETECTED BY MACROS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELSE</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>DETECTED BY MACROS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELSEIF</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>DETECTED BY MACROS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Detected By</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF</td>
<td>UNARY</td>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROC</td>
<td>BRCKT</td>
<td>LAMBDA</td>
<td></td>
<td>DETECTED BY MACROS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPROC</td>
<td>BRCKT</td>
<td>FLAMBDA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPR</td>
<td>BRCKT</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEGIN</td>
<td>BRCKT</td>
<td>PROG</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO</td>
<td>BRCKT</td>
<td>PROGN</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>END</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERMINATOR</td>
<td>INFIX</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>BRACKET TERMINATOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HANDLED BY TRANSLATOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE PRE-DEFINED PROCEDURES IN THE CURRENT SYSTEM, IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER, ARE AS FOLLOWS:

ABS(ARG)
RETURNS THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF ARG.

ALPHCHAR(CHAR)
RETURNS TRUE IF THE SHORT-STRING CHAR IS AN ALPHABETIC CHARACTER (A-Z), OTHERWISE NIL.

ANALYZE(LST)
PERFORMS A PRECEDENCE ANALYSIS ON LIST LST AND RETURNS THE RESULT. (SEE SEC. 5)

APPEND(LST1,LST2)
RETURNS THE LIST FORMED BY CONCATENATING LISTS LST1 AND LST2.
EXAMPLE: APPEND((A B),(C D)) RETURNS (A B C D)

ATOM(ARG)
RETURNS TRUE IF ARG IS A NAME, NUMBER, SHORT STRING, ENTRY POINT, TRUE, OR NIL. NIL IS RETURNED FOR ALL OTHER ARGUMENTS.

BACKSPACE(TAPE)
BACKSPACES THE FILE TAPE ONE LOGICAL RECORD.

BLANKS(N,TAPE)
INTRODUCES N BLANK CHARACTERS INTO THE CURRENT LINE OF OUTPUT FILE TAPE. IF TAPE IS OMITTED, THEN THE STANDARD OUTPUT FILE IS ASSUMED.

BLOCKC(ARG)
RETURNS ARG CONVERTED TO A VECTOR. IF ARG IS A LIST, THEN THE RESULTING VECTOR WILL CONSIST OF THE TOP LEVEL ELEMENTS OF ARG. IF ARG IS A STRING, THEN THE RESULT WILL BE A VECTOR OF SHORT STRINGS, EACH OF WHICH IS A SINGLE CHARACTER OF ARG. IF ARG IS A VECTOR THEN IT IS RETURNED.

BLOCKP(ARG)
RETURNS TRUE IF ARG IS A VECTOR, OTHERWISE NIL.

BRACKET(OP,PREC,PROGNAM)
DEFINES OP AS A BRACKET OPERATOR WITH PRECEDENCE PREC AND ASSOCIATED PROCEDURE NAME PROGNAM. (SEE SEC. 5)

BREAKUP(PATRN,ARG)
BREAKUP PERFORMS A MULTIPLE ASSIGNMENT OF THE NAMES IN PATRN TO STRUCTURES IN ARG. FOR EXAMPLE
BREAKUP(2(A (B C (D))) ,2(<STR> [57 (X) (Y)]))
WILL CAUSE THE SAME ASSIGNMENTS AS A=<STR>;B=57;C=>(X)D=2Y;
IN GENERAL, THE NAMES IN PATRN ARE ASSIGNED VALUES WHICH ARE THE ELEMENTS APPEARING IN CORRESPONDING POSITIONS IN ARG. IF SUCH AN ASSIGNMENT CANNOT BE PERFORMED DUE TO A DIFFERENCE IN STRUCTURE BETWEEN PATRN AND ARG THEN NIL IS RETURNED, OTHERWISE TRUE. IN THE CASE OF AN ASSIGNMENT FAILURE, ONLY THOSE NAMES ENCOUNTERED BEFORE THE STRUCTURAL DISCREPANCY WILL BE ASSIGNED VALUES. FOR
EXAMPLE,

BREAKUP(2(A (B C)), ≥(X (3 4)))

WILL RETURN TRUE AND RESULT IN THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENTS:

A=2X; B=3; C=4;

BREAKUP(2(A (B C) D), ≥(X (3 4 5))) WILL RETURN NIL AND CAUSE
THE SAME ASSIGNMENTS AS THE PREVIOUS EXAMPLE. D WILL REMAIN
UNCHANGED, CONSTANTS APPEARING IN PATRN MUST EXACTLY MATCH THEIR
CORRESPONDING ELEMENTS IN ARG FOR A SUCCESSFUL MATCH.

BREAKUP(2(A B C <STR> 7), ≥(1 2 3 <STR> 7)) WILL RETURN TRUE WHILE
BREAKUP(2(A B C <STR> 7), ≥(4 5 6 <STR> 8)) WILL RETURN NIL.
A CONSTANT NAME OR STRUCTURE CAN BE REPRESENTED IN PATRN BY
PRECEDING IT WITH A ≥.

EXAMPLE:

BREAKUP(≥(A ≥B B ≥(C D)), ≥(1 2 5 [C D])) WILL RETURN TRUE AND WILL
PERFORM THE ASSIGNMENTS A=1; B=5;

BREAKUP(≥(A ≥B C), ≥(1 (B) <XYZ>)) WILL RETURN NIL AND WILL
PERFORM THE ASSIGNMENT A=1;

CAR(ARG)
SAME AS MD(SEE TEXT).

CARRIAGE(FLAG, TAPE, CHAR)
ENABLES CARRIAGE CONTROL ON FILE TAPE USING CHAR AS THE
CARRIAGE CONTROL CHARACTER. CHAR IS A SHORT-STRING CONTAINING A
SINGLE CHARACTER. EITHER CHAR OR CHAR AND TAPE MAY BE OMITTED.
DEFAULT VALUES FOR CHAR AND TAPE ARE # # AND THE STANDARD OUTPUT
FILE.

CDR(ARG)
SAME AS TL(SEE TEXT).

CHARACTER(NUMB)
RETURNS THE NUMBER NUMB CONVERTED TO A SHORT STRING.

CHARACTERP(ARG)
RETURNS TRUE IF ARG IS A SHORT STRING, OTHERWISE NIL.

CONC(ARG1, ARG2, ..., ARGm, ARGn)
CONCATENATES ARG1, ..., ARGn. ARG1, ..., ARGm ARE MODIFIED.
ARG1, ..., ARGn MUST BE EITHER LISTS OR STRINGS.

CONS(ARG1, ARG2)
SAME AS ARG1: ARG2(SEE TEXT).

CONSTRUCT(ARG)
RETURNS THE STRUCTURE ARG WITH ALL NAMES REPLACED BY THEIR VALUES
EXAMPLE:

BREAKUP(≥((A B) C 53), ≥((X Y) Z) R 53));

PRINT(CONSTRUCT(≥((A B) C 65)));

WILL PRINT ((X Y) Z) R 65

COPY(ARG)
RETURNS A COPY OF ITS ARGUMENT.

DELPROP(ARG1, PROP)
DELETES THE FIRST OCCURRENCE OF PROPERTY PROP FROM NAME ARG1.
DELPROP RETURNS NIL IF THE PROPERTY IS NOT FOUND.

DIVIDE(NUMB1, NUMB2)
RETURNS A LIST WHOSE FIRST ELEMENT IS NUMB1/NUMB2 AND WHOSE SECOND ELEMENT IS THE REMAINDER.

ECHO(FLAG, TAPE)
ECHO WILL ENABLE OR DISABLE AUTOMATIC PRINTING OF LINES INPUT FROM THE FILE TAPE DEPENDING UPON WHETHER FLAG IS TRUE OR NIL. IF TAPE IS OMITTED, THEN THE STANDARD INPUT FILE IS ASSUMED.

EJECT(TAPE)
CAUSES A PAGE EJECT ON THE FILE TAPE. CARRIAGE CONTROL MUST BE ENABLED FOR THE FILE TAPE BEFORE EJECT IS CALLED. IF TAPE IS OMITTED, THEN THE STANDARD OUTPUT FILE IS ASSUMED.

ENDFILE(TAPE)
WRITES AN END OF FILE MARK ON THE FILE TAPE.

EQ(ARG1, ARG2)
RETURNS TRUE IF ARG1 AND ARG2 ARE THE Same NAMES, OTHERWISE NIL.

EQUAL(ARG1, ARG2)
RETURNS TRUE IF ARG1 IS THE Same AS (OR A COPY OF) ARG2.

ERROR(ARG)
PRINTS ARG, TERMINATES EXECUTION OF CURRENT STATEMENT, AND PROCEEDS TO THE NEXT TOP-LEVEL STATEMENT.

EVAL(ARG)
SAME AS $ (SEE TEXT)

EVLIS(LST)
RETURNS A LIST OF THE VALUES OBTAINED BY APPLYING EVAL TO Each MEMBER OF LIST LST.

EXECUTE(INFILE, OUTFILE)
EXECUTE TRANSLATES AND EXECUTES BALM STATEMENTS FROM THE FILE INFILE UNTIL A STOP STATEMENT IS REACHED. EXECUTE WILL THEN RETURN NIL. TRANSLATOR ERROR MESSAGES ARE WRITTEN ON FILE OUTFILE.

EXIT()
TERMINATES BALM EXECUTION.

EXPAND(LST)
RETURNS THE RESULT OF A MACRO EXPANSION ON LIST LST. LST IS ASSUMED TO BE IN THE SAME FORM AS THE OUTPUT FROM THE PRECEDENCE ANALYZER. (SEE SEC. 5)

FILE(NAM, LINE, LBUFFER)
ECHOING AND CARRIAGE CONTROL ARE INITIALLY DISABLED. INDENTED PRINTING IS INITIALLY ENABLED. FILE(NAM,LINE) AND FILE(NAM) ARE ALTERNATE FORMS OF A CALL TO FILE. THE DEFAULT VALUES OF LINE AND LBUFFER ARE 72 AND 200 (OCTAL) RESPECTIVELY.

FIXP(NUMB)
RETURNS NIL IF NUMB IS A REAL NUMBER, OTHERWISE TRUE.

FLOATP(NUMB)
RETURNS TRUE IF NUMB IS A REAL NUMBER, OTHERWISE NIL.

FLUSH(TAPE)
THE CURRENT LINE OF FILE TAPE IS OUTPUTTED. REPEATED CALLS TO FLUSH WILL PRINT BLANK LINES. IF TAPE IS OMITTED THEN THE STANDARD OUTPUT FILE IS ASSUMED.

GENSYM()
RETURNS A UNIQUE NAME EACH TIME CALLED.

GO(ARG)
IN A PROCEDURE, TRANSFERS TO THE STATEMENT Whose LABEL IS ARG.

INFIX(OP,LPREC,RPREC,PROCNAM)
DEFINES INFIX OPERATOR OP WITH LEFT PRECEDENCE LPREC AND RIGHT PRECEDENCE RPREC. PROCNAM IS THE NAME OF THE CORRESPONDING PROCEDURE. (SEE SEC. 5)

INTEGER(NUMB)
CONVERTS NUMBER NUMB TO AN INTEGER.

LAST(LIS)
RETURNS THE LAST TOP-LEVEL ARGUMENT OF LIST LIS.

LEFTSHIFT(NUMB,CNT)
RETURNS NUMB SHIFTED LEFT CNT BITS. IF CNT IS NEGATIVE, THEN A RIGHT SHIFT IS PERFORMED.

LENGTH(ARG)
RETURNS THE LENGTH OF A STRING IN CHARACTERS OR THE NUMBER OF TOP LEVEL ELEMENTS IN A LIST OR VECTOR.

LINES(N,TAPE)
SKIPS N LINES ON OUTPUT FILE TAPE. CARRIAGE CONTROL MUST BE ENABLED FOR THE FILE TAPE BEFORE CALLING LINES. IF TAPE IS OMITTED THE STANDARD OUTPUT FILE IS ASSUMED.

LIST(ARG1,ARG2,...,ARGN)
RETURNS A LIST OF ARG1,ARG2,...,ARGN. (IE. ARG1:ARG2:...:ARGN:NIL)

LISTC(ARG)
RETURNS ARG CONVERTED TO A LIST. IF ARG IS A VECTOR, THEN THE RESULTING LIST WILL CONSIST OF THE ELEMENTS OF ARG. IF ARG IS A STRING, THEN THE RESULT WILL BE A LIST OF SHORT STRINGS, EACH OF WHICH IS A SINGLE CHARACTER OF ARG. IF ARG IS A LIST, THEN IT IS RETURNED.
MACRO(NAM,PROCED)
DEFINES NAM AS A MACRO TO BE USED ON THE LEFT-HAND SIDE OF
AN ASSIGNMENT STATEMENT. PROCED IS THE ASSOCIATED PROCEDURE.
(SEE SEC. 5)

LOC(ARG)
RETURNS A POINTER TO A WORD WHICH CONTAINS A POINTER TO ARG.

LOGAND(NUMB1,NUMB2,...,NUMBN)
RETURNS THE LOGICAL PRODUCT OF NUMB1 THROUGH NUMBN.

LOGOR(NUMB1,NUMB2,...,NUMBN)
RETURNS THE LOGICAL SUM OF NUMB1 THROUGH NUMBN.

LOGXOR(NUMB1,NUMB2,...,NUMBN)
RETURNS THE LOGICAL DIFFERENCE OF NUMB1 THROUGH NUMBN.

MACRO(NAM,PROCED)
DEFINES NAM AS A MACRO WITH ASSOCIATED PROCEDURE PROCED.
(SEE SEC. 5)

MAKEBLOCK(NUMB)
RETURNS A VECTOR OF LENGTH NUMB.

MAP(LST,PROCED)
MAP APPLIES THE PROCEDURE PROCED TO THE LIST LST, THEN CDR(LST),
THEN CDR(CDR(LST)), AND SO ON, UNTIL LST IS EXHAUSTED. NIL IS
RETURNED.

MAPCON(LST,PROCED)
MAPCON APPLIES THE PROCEDURE PROCED TO THE LIST LST, THEN CDR
(LST), THEN CDR(CDR(LST)), AND SO ON, UNTIL LST IS EXHAUSTED.
THE RESULTS OF THESE APPLICATIONS OF PROCED ARE CONCATENATED
(APPLIED) AND RETURNED. NOTE THAT PROCED MUST RETURN EITHER A
LIST OR A STRING, SINCE THESE ARE THE ONLY STRUCTURES FOR WHICH
CONCATENATION IS DEFINED.

MAPLIST(LST,PROCED)
MAPLIST APPLIES THE PROCEDURE PROCED TO THE LIST LST, THEN CDR
(LST), THEN CDR(CDR(LST)), AND SO ON, UNTIL LST IS EXHAUSTED.
A LIST CONSISTING OF THE RESULTS OF THESE APPLICATIONS OF PROCED IS
RETURNED.
EXAMPLE:
Z=MAPLIST((A B C D),PROC(X),LIST(CAR X,2X) END); PRINT(Z);
WILL PRINT ((A X)(B X)(C X)(D X))

MAPX(ARG,PROCED)
MAPX APPLIES THE PROCEDURE PROCED TO EACH OF THE TOP LEVEL
ELEMENTS OF ARG, RETURNING A LIST OR VECTOR OF THE RESULTS.
IF ARG IS A LIST, THEN A LIST IS RETURNED. IF ARG IS A VECTOR,
THEN A VECTOR IS RETURNED. ARG MAY NOT BE A STRING.

MAX(NUMB1,NUMB2,...,NUMBN)
RETURNS THE LARGEST OF NUMBERS NUMB1 THROUGH NUMBN.
MEMBER(ARG1, ARG2)
  IF ARG1 IS A TOP LEVEL ELEMENT OF ARG2 (A LIST OR VECTOR) THEN
  TRUE IS RETURNED, OTHERWISE NIL.
MIN(NUMB1, NUMB2, ..., NUMBn)
  RETURNS THE SMALLEST OF NUMBERS NUMB1 THROUGH NUMBn.
MINUSP(NUMB)
  RETURNS TRUE IF NUMB IS NEGATIVE, OTHERWISE NIL.
MKNUM(CHAR)
  MKNUM RETURNS THE INTEGER WHOSE VALUE IS SPECIFIED BY THE SHORT
  STRING CHAR. CHAR MUST CONTAIN A SINGLE NUMERIC CHARACTER.
MKVAR(STRING)
  MKVAR RETURNS THE VARIABLE (SYMBOL) WHOSE NAME IS SPECIFIED BY
  THE CHARACTERS OF STRING.
NULL(ARG)
  RETURNS TRUE IF ARG IS NIL, OTHERWISE NIL.
NUMBERP(ARG)
  RETURNS TRUE IF ARG IS A NUMBER (REAL, INTEGER, OR OCTAL)
  OTHERWISE NIL.
NUMCHARP(CHAR)
  RETURNS TRUE IF THE SHORT-STRING CHAR IS A SINGLE NUMERICAL
  CHARACTER (0-9), OTHERWISE NIL.
OCTAL(NUMB)
  RETURNS THE NUMBER NUMB, CONVERTED TO OCTAL.
OCTALP(ARG)
  RETURNS TRUE IF ARG IS A NUMBER OF TYPE OCTAL.
OPCHAR(CHAR)
  RETURNS TRUE IF THE SHORT-STRING CHAR IS AN OPERATOR CHARACTER,
  OTHERWISE NIL.
  THE OPERATOR CHARACTERS ARE
  ! $ / ( ) , . * - + = => [ ] : < > ^ ~ 
PACKSTRING(ARG)
  RETURNS THE PACKED STRING EQUIVALENT TO ARG. A PACKED STRING TAKES
  UP THE MINIMUM STORAGE SPACE. PACKSTRING WILL ALSO CONVERT A
  LIST OF SHORT STRINGS TO A STRING.
PRETTYPRINT(FLAG, TAPE)
  ENABLES OR DISABLES INDENTED OUTPUT OF LINES ON FILE TAPE
  DEPENDING UPON WHETHER FLAG IS TRUE OR NIL. IF TAPE IS OMITTED
  THEN THE STANDARD OUTPUT FILE IS USED.
PRINT(ARG)
  ARG IS PRINTED AFTER ANYTHING IN THE PRINT BUFFER. THE PRINT
  BUFFER IS FLUSHED, AND ARG IS RETURNED.
PRINTNF(ARG)
THE PRINTED REPRESENTATION OF ARG IS ENTERED INTO THE PRINT BUFFER. THE PRINTER IS NOT SENT TO THE NEXT LINE. ARG IS RETURNED.

PRINTPROP(NAME)
PRINTPROP PRINTS THE PROPERTIES OF NAME, FOLLOWED BY A STRING CONTAINING THE NAME.

READ(TAPE)
READS AND RETURNS THE NEXT LINE OF THE FILE TAPE. IF TAPE IS OMITTED THEN THE STANDARD INPUT FILE IS ASSUMED.

READLINE(TAPE)
READS A LINE FROM THE FILE TAPE AND FORMS AN UNPACED STRING FROM IT. THE STRING (WHICH IS RETURNED) IS OF LENGTH EQUAL TO THE LINE LENGTH OF FILE TAPE. IF TAPE IS OMITTED, THE STANDARD INPUT FILE IS ASSUMED.

REAL(NUMB)
RETURNS NUMBER NUMB CONVERTED TO A NUMBER OF TYPE REAL.

RECLAIM()
FORCES A GARBAGE COLLECTION AND RETURNS NIL.

REMAINDER(NUMB1, NUMB2)
RETURNS THE REMAINDER OF A DIVISION OF NUMB1 BY NUMB2.

REMOB(NAME)
FREE THE SPACE OCCUPIED BY THE VARIABLE (NAME) NAME.

RETURN(ARG)
RETURNS ARG AS THE VALUE OF A BEGIN-END BLOCK.

REVERSE(LST)
RETURNS THE LIST LST REVERSED ON ITS TOP LEVEL.

REWIND(TAPE)
REWINDS THE FILE TAPE.

RPLACA(LST1, ARG2)
REPLACES THE HEAD OF LIST LST1 WITH ARG2. RPLACA RETURNS THE NEW LST1 (I.E. RETURNS ARG2:TL LST1). LST1 IS MODIFIED.
EXAMPLE:
X:=Z(A B C D);
PRINT(RPLACA(X, Z(D E)));
PRINT(X);
WOULD PRINT
((D E) (B C D))
((D E) B C D)

RPLACD(LST1, ARG2)
REPLACES THE TAIL OF LIST LST1 WITH ARG2. RPLACD RETURNS THE NEW LST1 (I.E. RETURNS (HD LST1):ARG2). LST1 IS MODIFIED.
EXAMPLE:
X:=Z(A B C D);
PRINT(RPLACD(X, Z(D E)));

WOULD PRINT
((D E) (B C D))
((D E) B C D)
PRINT(x);
WOULD PRINT
        (A D E)
        (A D E)

SETPROP(NAME,PROP,VAL)
GIVES THE PROPERTY PROP WITH VALUE VAL TO THE NAME NAME. THE PREVIOUS VALUE OF THIS PROPERTY (IF PRESENT) IS PUSHED DOWN, AND NOT LOST. THE NAME IS RETURNED.

SETPROPD(NAME,PROP,VAL)
GIVES THE PROPERTY PROP WITH VALUE VAL TO THE NAME NAME. THE PREVIOUS VALUE OF THIS PROPERTY (IF PRESENT) IS DESTROYED. IF A PREVIOUS VALUE, PVAL, IS PRESENT, THEN PROP;PVAL IS RETURNED, OTHERWISE NIL.

STRING(STR1,STR2,...,STRN)
RETURNS STR1,STR2,...,STRN CONCATENATED.
STR1,STR2,...,STRN MUST BE EITHER STRINGS OR LISTS OF SHORT STRINGS. A STRING IS RETURNED. FOR EXAMPLE:
STRING(<A STRING>,< AND >,<ANOTHER>) RETURNS
<A STRING AND ANOTHER>

STRINGP(ARG)
RETURNS TRUE IF ARG IS A STRING, NIL OTHERWISE.

SUBST(NEW,OLD,LST)
RETURNS THE LIST LST WITH ALL OCCURRENCES OF OLD REPLACED BY NEW.
FOR EXAMPLE X=SUBST(2[x y],2(a(b c)),2(x y ((a (b c)))) Z); PRINT(X);
WILL PRINT (x y ((x y)) Z)

SUBSTR(STR,N,LEN)
RETURNS THE SUBSTRING OF STRING STR STARTING FROM THE N TH CHARACTER AND CONTINUING FOR LEN CHARACTERS. IF LEN IS ZERO OR IF N IS GREATER THAN THE LENGTH OF STR, THEN THE NULL STRING <> IS RETURNED. IF LEN IS NEGATIVE OR IF N+LEN IS GREATER THAN THE LENGTH OF STR, THEN A STRING FORMED FROM THE NTH CHARACTER UNTIL THE END OF STR IS RETURNED.
EXAMPLES:
PRINT(SUBSTR(<ABCDE>,2,3)); PRINTS <BCD>
PRINT(SUBSTR(<ABCDE>,2,-1)); PRINTS <BCDE>
PRINT(SUBSTR(<ABCDE>,3,0)); PRINTS <>

TERPRI()
WILL PRINT AND FLUSH THE PRINT BUFFER, AND RETURN NIL.

TIME()
RETURNS THE ELAPSED CPU TIME IN SECONDS SINCE THE START OF THE JOB AS A REAL NUMBER.

TRANSLATE(LST)
LST IS A LIST CONTAINING A BALM STATEMENT WITHOUT THE TERMINATING SEMI-COLON. TRANSLATE WILL RETURN THE STATEMENT TRANSLATED INTO BALM INTERNAL FORM, SUITABLE FOR EVALUATION BY EVAL ($) . (SEE SEC. 5)
UNARY(OP,PREC,PROCNAME)
  DEFINES OP AS A UNARY OPERATOR WITH PRECEDENCE PREC AND
  ASSOCIATED PROCEDURE NAME PROCNAM. (SEE SEC. 5)

VARNAMe(VAR)
  RETURNS A STRING WHOSE CHARACTERS SPECIFY THE NAME OF THE VARIABLE
  VAR.

VECTOR(ARG1,ARG2,...,ARGN)
  RETURNS A VECTOR CONTAINING ARG1,ARG2,...,ARGN.

VERBOSE(ARG)
  IF ARG IS TRUE, SUBSEQUENT GARBAGE COLLECTIONS WILL PRODUCE A
  MESSAGE ON THE STANDARD OUTPUT FILE. IF ARG IS NIL, THEN THESE
  MESSAGES ARE SUSPENDED. THE VALUE OF ARG IN THE PREVIOUS CALL IS
  RETURNED.

WRITE(ARG,TAPE)
  INTRODUCES ARG INTO THE CURRENT LINE OF FILE TAPE AND WRITES THE
  CURRENT LINE. IF TAPE IS OMITTED, THEN THE STANDARD OUTPUT FILE
  IS ASSUMED.

Writelne(STRNG,TAPE)
  WRITES THE CHARACTERS OF STRNG ON FILE TAPE AS A SINGLE LINE.
  THE LENGTH OF STRNG MUST BE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO THE LINE
  LENGTH OF FILE TAPE. IF TAPE IS OMITTED, THEN THE STANDARD
  OUTPUT FILE IS ASSUMED.

WRITEF(ARG,TAPE)
  ARG IS INTRODUCED INTO THE CURRENT LINE OF FILE TAPE. THE
  CURRENT LINE IS NOT WRITTEN. IF TAPE IS OMITTED THEN THE STANDARD
  OUTPUT FILE IS ASSUMED.

ZEROP(NUM8)
  RETURNS TRUE IF NUM8 IS ZERO, OTHERWISE NIL.
9. Balm Control Card

The parameter list of the Balm control card is in a position independent format similar to the Compass and Update Control Cards. It is as follows:

Balm(P1, P2, ..., PN)

Where the Pi are any of the following parameters:

I=FNAM1  FNAM1 is the name of the file to be used for input of commands. It is the standard input file.

O=FNAM2  FNAM2 is the name of the file to be used for Balm output. It is the standard output file.

T3=FNAM3  Where FNAM3 is the name of the file to be used within Balm as Tape 3.

T4=FNAM4  FNAM4 is the name of the file to be used within Balm as Tape 4.

FS=P1    P1 is an integer representing the percentage of available space (field length minus length of Balm system) to be used as free space (list, string and number storage).

ST=P2    P2 is an integer representing the percentage of available space to be used as a stack.

TTY     Tape 1 and Tape 2 go to a teletype. Should not be present for batch processing.

Default values are assumed for missing parameters. They are

I=INPUT, O=OUTPUT, FS=63, ST=20

Parameters may not be repeated.
10. NOTES ON CURRENT STATUS
----------------------------------------

A FL OF 60000 IS SUFFICIENT FOR MOST BALM APPLICATIONS.

IF YOU HAVE INFALLIBLE EVIDENCE OF BUGS, REPORT THEM TO ROOM 329.

THE SCOPE VERSION IS IN OVERLAY FORM, WITHOUT LOADER TABLES, SO USE OF ENTRY-POINTS ON INPUT WILL NOT WORK.

COME TO ROOM 329 IF YOU WANT THE COMPILER.